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Ever since Wai Kit Lam’s return from the U.K. upon her graduation in 1996, ‘seeking’ has always been 
the motif lingering in her creative path. In the early days, she employed a series of self-portraits that 
questioned ‘Who am I?’, a constant self-interrogation arisen since the very first moment of human 
self-consciousness. Soon she recognised the fictionality within, as she had edited out the ugly shots 
and exhibited only the good ones, just like the eternally picture-perfect CV or Facebook photos. Yet, I 
realised Wai Kit had an innocent smile at that time, unlike the expressionless face thereafter. Right 
before my first interview with her in 2012, I was taken aback by her solemn self-portraits. Not until I 
met her did I realise she was actually an ingenuously funny girl. She was also talkative, a quality rare 
among photographers. Wai Kit admitted that her aloofness was feigned for professional needs. Ha, 
both she and I are restrained by archetypes, finding them hard to shake off. 

Wai Kit’s initial self-portraits series later evolved into collaborative creations with friends. They 
constructed their own identities respectively before juxtaposing them. In addition, Wai Kit 
photographed her and others’ faces in black and white, juxtaposing them with colour forms of the 
same size. Viewers would discover, no matter who the subject was, Wai Kit Lam was in it. Some might 
even find themselves in it. Wai Kit was glad; after all, finding oneself was not limited to her 
personally. Hereafter, juxtaposition of irrelevant bits and pieces has since become one of Wai Kit’s 
favourite presentations. Not only is it fun, it also invariably stimulates unexpected imagination. She 
has started to create with sound effects, text, and video, whereas the number of juxtapositions is 
sometimes increased to three. 

Road, lights swaying. People, alone or floating like ghosts. Mirror images keep recurring; doorframes 
and windowsills gradually darker; dim, cold corners; prolonged corridors leading to unknown places. 
Tree shadows are mottled; sunshine is rare; waves foam like frothy beer gushing forth time and again 
over a desolate beach. Heartbeats, clock ticking, women’s heels rattling haphazardly, murmuring 
nonstop in obscure dialects... They have been reappearing in Wai Kit Lam’s works for more than 20 
years. Shades of lonely outsiders seeking their identities emerge. 

Even though she often creates works and has exhibitions abroad, in addition to the occasional visits to 
southern Europe, Wai Kit never feels self-important being an artist. She is definitely down-to-earth. 
After returning to Hong Kong, she has a tea set for lunch at the same fast food restaurant every day. A 
cup of lemon tea after meal is enough to make her happy – so she repeatedly laments over lemon 
tea’s raised price. Her sense of foreignness does not stem from the space in which she is physically 
present, but her mentality. Our city often disorients young people, who are submerged under a single 
voice. This makes people ineffably nostalgic. Bell sounds have been used in Wai Kit’s recent works to 
the point of obsession – I like it. They might come from the bells of the chapel in Southern Europe. 
They carry metaphysical magic that wakes up the feelings and senses of people in the fog, letting 
them follow the rustling when stepping on dead leaves on the way home. Finding oneself in a foreign 
place, while seeing oneself in others’ photos that she quietly joined twenty years ago. 

In her solo exhibition Accord/Discord held in Lumenvisum early this year, Wai Kit made full use of the 
four walls in the box-like venue. On one side, the video playing images of ripples was mixed with the 
sounds from Hong Kong and different places overseas, as well as bell sounds from afar. The wall 
opposite the ripples was full of her handwritten self-questions and self-answers when inspiration had 
struck. The remaining two walls: one showed the photography of mountain roads in Spain; the other 
displays Japanese bare trees. Since her creative collaboration with Spanish artist Marcos Vidal Font in 
2017, the loneliness, uncertainty and coldness in Wai Kit’s works have been slowly paling. In 2018, her 
series of love letters written by a daughter to parents came with a touch of warmth. In this latest 
creation, the light and sound exude the gentleness of nature, reflecting the sunshine in the artist’s 
heart. This year, Wai Kit is going to split her time between Hong Kong and abroad. No matter where 
she goes, she still feels like an outsider. Nevertheless, it no longer matters, as she is unperturbed. 
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